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The IMVirtual Summit
Successful would be an understatement!
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The DropMock team is blown away by how
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successful the first ever IMVirtual Summit
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was. For three full days, from December
13th-15th, we had over 20 top marketers &
entrepreneurs come together and deliver
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value like never before. Honestly, even we
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are blown away by what we learned over
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the action-packed weekend! We have loved
seeing your posts and reading your reviews
about your experience and how much value,
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lessons & advice you have walked away
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with. That makes all the hard work to put
on this event absolutely worth it! This was
such a fun, memorable event and we look
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forward to not only putting on another
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IMVirtual Summit, but a LIVE, in-person
event in 2020 as well!
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to take? If you want to give yourself the
beautiful gift of personal growth this
Christmas, I encourage you to buy
yourself a spiral-bound notebook as a
gift before 2020 hits. It won't cost you
much at all and you'll be able to start
2020 by putting yourself ahead of the
90% of people who don't future-cast
their life. Write down your goals on a
fresh page every morning and watch
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opportunities manifest!

Give yourself this gift for
Christmas before 2020 hits.
You deserve this.
Did you know that less than 10% of people have
written goals? Everyone seems to like the idea
of having a thriving, abundant, successful life
but when it comes down to doing the daily
practices that set you up for that type of
consistent, sustainable success, people begin to
turn away! I'm sure that you have personal and
professional goals on your mind to accomplish
in 2020, but I have to ask you, are you willing
to do the not-to-sexy daily work that it's going

INSPIRATION FOR THE NEW YEAR...

"WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO LIVE AN
ORDINARY LIFE WHEN YOU CAN
THRIVE IN AN EXTRODINARY ONE?"

Manila Team Christmas Dinner
On December 20th, Team DropMock Manila went to a Spanish
Restaurant and had a little gathering to celebrate the holiday
season. Along side celebrating the holidays, the team also
welcomed the newest member of the DropMock family - Jezza
Buenaventura, who will be part of the design team. During the
dinner, the team enjoyed themselves sharing drinks and stories
with each other and ended the night by taking pictures to
remember this little yet joyful celebration.

We hope you had a
Merry Christmas
with your family
& friends!

JAMIE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET OUR
DROPMOCK FRIEND OLGA JENNEY WHILE ON A
TRIP WITH HIS SON JESSE IN CANADA!

NEED SOME
EXTRA CASH?

HERE'S HOW GARY VEE SUGGESTS WE
MAKE SOME EXTRA CASH...
This is actually brilliant.
Would you spend be willing to spend $0.05 to make $30.00? Gosh, I sure would! If you follow Gary
Vee anywhere on social media, you've probably seen recent clips & vlogs of his new series on reselling. On the weekends he'll travel to yard & garage sales to find action figures, stuffed animals
and old-fashioned toys and go online to sites like EBAY to see how much he can make profit by reselling this cheap stuff he found at somebody's yard or garage sale! You'll be blown away by how
much he's been able to make off of re-selling some of this stuff! For example, he bought an action
figure for less that twenty-five cents and it's selling for close to thirty-five dollars online! Gary is
doing this series and putting re-selling to show n' tell practice that way everyday people &
entrepreneurs like you & I can see that if we need cash, we're able to get it! If we need to pay a bill,
we want to buy a new camera or laptop - we can make some money this weekend by playing the flip
game! Go on ahead and click on the video thumbnail above to see what I'm talking about! I think this
is brilliant. I might have to give it a try sometime soon! What do you think?
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MEET THE TEAM: JOBERT

1.) For anyone who doesn't know, what's your job at DropMock?
I'm the head of the video and design team. I handle the team that works in creating all the templates we
have in DropMock.
2.) What does a typical day look like for you?
I normally wake up at 10 a.m which is a bit late but I also normally go to sleep at 2 a.m. The first thing I do in
the morning is meditate for at least 5-10 mins so that I can practice mindfulness. After meditation, I'll drink
my morning coffee while watching some tutorials or reading articles that would help me develop not just an
artist, but as a better person as a whole.

3.) What's a fun fact that most people don't know about you?
I own a post-production training company called, Skyrocket. I don't drink and smoke. I took a short course in
Culinary Arts. I can cook international cuisine but struggle with Filipino dishes. I love exercising and used to
compete in local Crossfit competitions. I was also an FM Radio Host before graduating from college and I
gave love advice during my shows. I experienced being a minor celebrity like getting special treatments,
signing autographs and getting asked for photos. It was a lot of fun but it doesn't pay the bills.

4.) What's your favorite motivational quote or saying?
A lot of inspirational quotes come to mind. But what inspires me is not a quote but a single word. It's the
word "yet" because it's the mantra of the growth mindset. Having a growth mindset allows you to tap into
your potential, develop yourself into something in the future, become better than you are now. Try adding
the word "Yet" to something that you're currently struggling with. For example, instead of just saying "I'm not
good at math." say this "I'm not good at math, yet". It sounds more positive and encourages you to take the
next step to be better.

5.) Do you have anything special on your bucket list for 2020?
At the end of the year, I'll be finishing my certification as a Life Coach so I'm very excited about that. I have
big plans for DropMock. We have increased the quality of templates that we are producing and we will be
continuing that for 2020 and the years to come. I know there are lots of template requests, so in 2020 we will
try our best to create all of those. And for the team, I'll continue to push and motivate them so that they can
produce the best templates we can offer.

"NO AMOUNT OF
EXTERNAL VALIDATION
WILL EVER BE ENOUGH
TO COVER AN
INTERNAL INSECURITY."
PETER SAGE

